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Hearing set
to discuss
rezoning of
area west of
North 16th

Regents use
retreat to
exchange ideas,
discuss future
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
The Murray State Board of Regents annual retreat provided a '
time to exchange ideas and discuss the future of the university.
The regents met Saturday at Lake Barkley State Resort Park.
While no action was taken, much discussion focused on the university's future.
"I thought it was very productive. I think the retreat in general
was used a visioning process," said Faculty Regent Jay Morgan. "I
think Dr. Dunn is doing an extremely good job leading us at the
university. It was beneficial and informative."
Information was welcomed. It was the first meeting for Student
Regent Eric King and the first time new chairman Alan Stout led
the meeting.
Regent Peg Hays was absent. Olivia Burr's six-year term
expired June 30 and her seat remains vacant until Gov. Ernie
Fletcher appoints someone to the 11-person board, which includes
three elected campus representatives.
The regents meet again in regular session on Sept. 14. And they
have plenty to think about between now and then.
Morgan said Dunn, who began his presidential tenure in
December, posed a lot of questions and shared his philosophies on

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Take two!
Residents in and near the single-family residential area west
of North 16th Street that may be
rezoned will have another
chance to tell city planners what
they thing.
A public hearing will be part
of the Murray Planning
Commission's meeting Tuesday.
The commission meets at 5 p.m.
Tuesday at city hall. The public
hearing is one of two issues on
the agenda.
The proposal — which has
been revised in recent months —
would rezone the properties
west of North 16th Street to the
east side of North 17th Street
a variety of matters.
and from Main Street up through
Take the Paducah campus. Does the Crisp Center need to be
the south side of Hamilton
Times
&
dger
accommoDILLARD/Le
TOMMY
better
to
building
modern
replaced with a bigger, more
ly to
in Lovett Avenue from single-fami
date needs in Paducah? And then overall enrollment was a topic.
Alternative, folk rock artist Kelsey Weldon performs at Lovett Live Saturday night
multi-family residential.
said.
Morgan
cut"
new,
university,
bring
to
the
g
"We talked about right-sizin
Auditorium. Weldon played the second concert of the series, which will strive
This will be the second pub"What's our optimal number? If we are going to grow a little more, ting edge music from artists both near and far to a cozy environment concocted on Lovett's lic hearing on the rezoning
what are some things we're going to need?"
issue. Ten residents west of 16th
stage.
Regents also discussed the concept of having a code of ethics
Street spoke during a hearing in
for the university and reviewed the strategic plan that has been in
March with four of those people
place for at least year. Regent policies haven't been updated for a
being in favor of the change.
long time, so some revisions there may come.
"It's another chance for anyOther things t6 think about include how to help the university
one to make any comments or
voice any concerns before the
meet the Council on Postsecondary Education's goals for enrollcommission makes a decision,"
ment and graduates. Regents also are considering the presidential
City Planner Candace Dowdy
evaluation process.
said.
And students have asked about the possibility of having a softatmosphere here; organizers are influences, such as Bob Dylan,
Of the six people who spoke
By TOMMY DILLARD
ball team as another women's sport on campus.
trying to duplicate the cofee- the Grateful Dead and Neil against the rezoning, only one of
"It allowed people time to ask questions in a non-formal meet- Staff Writer
Turning 2,100-seat Lovett house atmosphere right down to Young.
those residents live within the
ing and for Dr. Dunn to express some things he wanted to see,"
Waldon became inspired to proposed change. The most outAuditorium into an intimate, the smell of brewing java - the
Morgan said. "For me, he has a good vision for us."
The board also discussed the format of its quarterly meetings coffeehouse-style musical set- Frap House is on hand to serve write her own music at the age spoken opposition came from
of 14 and began performing her neighbors just outside the area in
and how best to schedule committees, which take up agenda items ting would seem to be no small coffee, also on the stage.
as College
what
exactly
it's
task, but
before the full board votes'.
After its opening concert in originals last summer. As her discussion, such
Murray State's new concert June, Lovett Live followed up album title suggests, Waldon's Terrace.
The city's planning staff
series, Lovett Live. attempts to with a strong sophomore per- music examines the imperfecmembers has said residents
but
people,
and
life
in
accomplish.
formance Saturday night, wel- tions
often approach them about havWhat does that transformation coming alternative, folk rock somehow manages to retain a ing unrelated people live in the
look like? Subtract the two thou- artist Kelsey Waldon to the stage positive tone, after all, everyone houses in the area west of
sand-plus seating and leave only on the stage for two hours of is imperfect together.
Murray State's campus, but that
"One quality in any music I've " is only allowed if the Murray
the stage.
music.
Organizers set up Lovett's
Ballard ever liked is honesty," she said. Board of Zoning Adjustments
19-year-old
The
permit
stage
smaller
stage with a much
County native and her band "Nothing I say is polished over. issues a conditional use
for the musician as well as seat- played tunes from her recently Even though some of the themes under the current zone.
The rezoning issue has been
ing for 200 people, consisting of released CD entitled "Dirty may sound negative, I think on
and
chairs
comfortable couches,
Hands, Dirty Feet" as well as
II See Page 2A
candle-lit tables. It's all about covers of artists she calls her II See Page 2A

Lovett Live turns auditorium
into coffeehouse-style setting

Board seeks

Gentry Award
nominations

Staff Report
The Board of Directors for the Murray-Calloway County
United Way are seeking nominations for the annual Kathie
Gentry Lifetime Achievement Award.
The award honors the life and work of the
former director of Need Line, who was the
award's first recipient in 2001.
The winner will be announced at this year's
United Way Campaign Kickoff Banquet on
Aug. 28. The deadline for nominations to be
accepted is Aug. 13.
Guidelines and cntena for nominees are:
—The nomination must honor a person for
a lifetime of humanitarian service to others in
our community.
ominee must be a Calloway Coun—The eal
Gentry
ty resident.
ibit the characteristics and attrib—The nominee must
utes displayed by the late Gentry, such as being selfless, caring and compassionate in a quiet and unassuming way, being
respectful of all people's humanity and dignity, and serving
others above and beyond the call of duty.
Information should be neatly printed or typed and include:
— the name and phone number of the person submitting
the nominee;
— the nominee's name and phone number; and
— the basis of the nomination, being as specific as possible in narrative form in 500 words or less.
The nominations may be sent to Kathie Gentry Award Committee, Murray-Calloway County United Way. 607 Poplar St.,
Murray, Ky.. 42071, or unitedway@murray-ky.net.
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their hand at tug-of-war Saturday on the front lawn at MSU's
Youngsters taking part in Character Counts Olympics 2007 try
Student Recreation and Wellness Center.
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Missing woman found safe
Friday following search

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
an irrigation sprinkling
on
works
service
ing
landscap
lawn and
WATER WORKS: Rob Clause from Murray's Forever Green
date sidewalk
accommo
to
system
the
rerouting
was
he
said
Clause
system last week at the corner of 8th and Poplar streets.
work that was being done by the city.

Special session likely to spill into gov. race this fall
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Wnter
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The breakdown of a special legislative session may have added
at least one additional hot-button issue to a governor's race
that already had more than its
share.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher. a firstterm Republican weakened by
political scandal, had called on
lawmakers to bar Kentucky's
public universities from providing health insurance coverage to
anyone other than employees
and their families.
couples,
unmarried
No
whether same-sex or not.
House Democrats refused to
take part, dooming that initiative and several others that
Fletcher is expected to raise in
against
campaign
s
Democratic challenger Ste% e
Beshear heading into the Nov. 6
election.
The move may have been
divisive, but it was politically
necessary for a goy ernor who
has been stfe'iitened by a hiring
scandal that led to his indict-

[tient on misdemeanor charges,
said Larry Sabato. director of
the Center for Politics at the
University of Virginia.
Fletcher is at the point where
'
he has to roll the dice probably
several times between now and
November if he wants to win
another term, and this is a roll of
the dice.' Sabato said. 'One
thing's for certain if he just sits
there and does absolutely nothing. he will lose. so this is an
attempt to try and do something.'
Sabato said partisan voters
likely already had their minds
made up. and it would come
down to which way the independents go. Nevertheless.
Republicans would likely rally
around Fletcher. who is coming
off a bruising three-way pnmary in the spring.
He's playing to different
'
parts of the base.' Sabato said.
'It probably helps to reunify his
Republican base. but he's still
going to need a lot of independents to win a second term
Fletcher's campaign manager.
Marty Ryall. said the timing of

the special session was not at all
He
motivated.
politically
claimed that Beshear, who supports legalized casino gambling.
opposed the special session's
priorities for political reasons.
'Walking out and shirking the
duties that they were elected to
do was calculated in trying to
not let the governor have something that he would be seen as
getting credit for.' Ryall said.
'And they figure they can
stonewall this thing and not take
any action and that that would
somehow hurt the governor.'
The GOP-controlled Senate
supported the governor's initialises. passing legislation that
addressed Fletcher's special session agenda. Leaders in the
Democratic-led House, howes er, said they felt none of the
issues justified the $60010-perday special session cost and
left.
With the two sides deadlocked. Fletcher last week
called for a break and said lawmakers should return July 30.
He hoped lawmakers could
work something out in the

meantime.
Then the blame game started.
Democrats decried Fletcher's
call for the special session as a
play motivated by politics, not
necessity. Republicans said
Democrats were trying to prevent Fletcher from notching a
political victory during the final
stretch of the governor's race.
Democratic Party Chairman
claimed
Miller
Jonathan
Fletcher had used his power to
call lawmakers into a special
session in an effort 'to resuscitate his dying campaign for governor.'
Fletcher was indicted on misdemeanor charges stemming
from a lengthy investigation into
allegations he and his administration illegally rewarded political supporters with protected
state jobs. The charges were
eventually dropped in a deal
with prosecutors.
As Fletcher called on House
lawmakers to rethink their position on the special session, the
state Republican Party sent out
more than 150,000 automated
phone calls criticizing legislators for not cooperating,

Staff Report
23-year-old
missing
A
that had
woman
Road
Hopkins
wandered away from home and
was lost was found safely Friday
following a search by Calloway
County DES Rescue Squad, the
Sheriff
County
Calloway
agencies.
other
and
nt
Departme
DES Rescue Chief Ronnie
Burkeen said this morning that
the unit responded to a call from
Kentucky State Police around
1:40 p.m. Friday concerning the
incident. The woman, whose
name was not listed on the
report at the request of the famiabout
ly, had been missing for
an hour. Burkeen said the
searchers began canvassing the
area surrounding the woman's
home with about IS volunteers
and three trucks.
The squad's Argo amphibious
vehicle, a four-wheeler and a
new trained, tracking bloodhound were used to locate the
woman. She was found around
4:25 p.m. about a mile from her
home on the edge of a cornfield.
"Other than being dehydrated
and hot and scared she was
OK," Burkeen said."She stated
that she had got lost and turned
around in the corn, which was
about nine feet high."
Murray-Calloway County

Strong quake rocks Japan;
seven killed, hundreds hurt

.the whole. my music is posi•
And it's people like %Atkin.
young up-and-coming artists
who base something to 1.1!. that
Loy ett Live organizers Jason
Pittman and Mae Him are looking tor
The series is all about audience partmipation,
spectators to ask artists questions during the show and get to
know them after the show It is
this espenence of being 'close'
• to the music. coupled with the
Chance to hear new, reley ant
music from lot al artists that
organizers hope v.ill attract
community members and students alike to the series
'People will get to experience
really new, cutting edge music
_ in the area and from other
areas.' Flint said 'It's also very
much about the experience of
.being so dole to the music.
-*being able to interact with the
: artists Its • sery ditlerent ewenence than you would get es en
.gosrig io a small club Ibis is
something that goes beyond the
ilub expenence. nen the °feehouse experience •
The ()Mena are a long time
coming an idea Flint said has
been on the backbumer and is

Ii nally being implemented. That
idea was horn through MSU's
Vice President kw Institutional
Ads ancement Jim Carter and is
almost two decades old
In the mid-19140%. Carter
began looking at the evolving
music scene in Nash% We. and
started to believe that Murray
could attract up-and-coming tal
ent from the metropolitan area
roughly two hours assay
'There is so much talent in
Nash% ille that is not necessarily
country that it s always been on
my mind that we ought to be trying to tap into that.' Carter said
'I got to thinking. my gosh.
we're two hours away from
Nashsille. we ought to he able
to lap into the artist that an
throw his or her guitar in the
trunk and get up here and do a
•hos4

Carter left Murray State for
several years and returned in
19%. with his idea still in mind
Today. it has finally come to
fruition. and Carter thinks it will
he more even more successful
now than it would have been 20
years ago
* What • kind of got us going
now is this whole new
Amer is Ana. folk moy ement
that's out there that DaYe
Matthews. John Mayer. Damien

Wondering how to
provide for retirement?

al songwnters responsible for
Many of the songs currently
playing on country radio. Bawn
in the Mash will take the stage
Nashville
and
Aug. 31
singer/songwriter Kaci Bolls
will perform Sept. 7. Rice will
come to Lovett Sept. 12.
Flint said Lovett Live plans to
host one to two concerts per
month with a break during the
holiday months of November
and December. While the first
two shows have been free, there
will be a $5 charge for Bawn in
opening.'
the Mash and a $IO charge for
The stiles hasn't been well- Kiwi Bolls. Tickets for Rice's
publicized yet -- only a show will range from $20 to
Myspace page and an e-mail S35.
sent to the Murray State comCarter hopes his idea will
munity have versed to advertise become a mainstay in Murray.
the concert. Even so, around 150
and if early indications prove
people showed up for the 200true, it will be received well.
capacity show in June and the
'This may be the niche for us
stage was nearly full again
in the long run.' he said. 'For
Saturday night
instance. the (Lee Greenwood
Verbal response from the
at Lovett in January).
concert
community has been overaway from that
came
people
whelmingly positive. Flint said.
the best thing
is
'This
saying.
Shareven received a call from a
here ' When it gets
seen
ever
I've
who
her
professional photograp
to just the artist and the
offered to take pictures of down
t and the story behind
instrumen
Lovett Live at no charge to
a magical night It cerjust
it's
it.
new
thank her for bringing a
a new offering and
brings
tainly
Murray
to
kind of music
Los ett Live returns on August a diversity and variety of enterIll with a performance by sever- tainment available here.*

Wright (who is coming to
Lovett Live in September),
Gavin Degraw and all these
folks that young people listen
to, he said. 'It just seemed like
the timing was even more nght
because you've got a lot more
people listening to an acousticbased type music. It's the hip
thing to do now •
Flint said she and Pittman
hase been very pleased by the
received
they've
response
through the first two concerts.
which she has called a 'soft

Mut-ray
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Geological Survey, which monitors quakes around the world,
said it registered 6.7.
"I was so scared — the violent
shaking went on for 20 seconds,- Ritei Wakatsuki, who
was on her job in a convenience
store in Kashiwazaki. "I almost
fainted by the fear of shaking."
Flames and billows of black
smoke poured from the
Kashiwazaki nuclear plant
the world's largest in terms ot
power output capacity — which
automatically shut down during
the quake. The fire, at an electrical transformer, was put out
shortly after noon and there was
no release of radioactivity or
damage to the reactors, said
Motoyasu Tamaki, a Tokyo
Electric Power Co. official

KASHIWAZAKI, Japan (AP)
— A strong earthquake struck
northwestern Japan on Monday,
destroying hundreds of homes,
buckling seaside bridges and
causing a fire at one of the
world's most powerful nuclear
power plants. At least seven
people were killed and hundreds were injured.
The quake, which left fissures
3 feet wide in the ground along
the coast, hit shortly after 10
a.m. local time and was censtate.
Niigata
off
tered
miles
160
swayed
Buildings
in
wailed
Sirens
Tokyo.
in
away
Kashiwazaki, a city of about
9),000, which appeared to be
hardest hit.
Meteorological
Japan's
Agency measured the quake at a
g magnitude. The U.S.

Toweerier

•'Lovett Live' ...
From Front

EMS took the woman to the hospital where she was treated and
released.
The shenff department assisted in the search with their new
Yamaha Rhino ATV donated
through a lease program with
Town and Country Motor
Sports. Burkeen said the ATV
was very helpful in the search
and helped to transport the
woman out of the cornfield.
Kentucky State Police circled
the area in an aircraft in an
attempt to spot the woman from
the air. A search team from
Carlisle County also"joame&f the
effort with a second Argo vehicle and two dogs and handlers
with the Four-Rivers Canine
Search Team were in-route to
assist.
Burkeen said he was glad to
see the teamwork that resulted
among so many different agen
cies during the incident.
"I'm always glad to see
searches turn out like this with it
being as hot as it was," Burkeen
said. "With all the cornfields
around it was hard to see any•
thing and we had to keep all the
searchers from dehydrating. But
everything worked out like it
was supposed to and we had .1
very successful mission."

•Hearing ...

NOTICE
•South 641 Water Distnct
will be having its third quarter
board meeting today at 4:30
p.m. at the South 641 Water
District Office
• The Murray-Calloway
County Park Board will
meet today at 6 p.m in the
Chamber of Commerce conference room Agenda items
include director and committee reports. as well as
batting
on
discussion
cages.
• The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p.m. Tuesday at city hall
The agenda includes an
advisory meeting for a storage unit project at Murray
Business Center at 1900 N
12th St and a public hearing about the proposed
rezoning west of North 16th
Street.
The
Murray
•
Independent Schools Board
of Education will meet at 7
p.m. on Tuesday at the
Administration
Carter
Building
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will
p.m
4 30
at
meet
Wednesday The agenda
includes a compatibility
hearing for a storage unit
project at Murray Business
Center. a request for a parking variance at Tropical
Smoothie Cafe at 1401
Main St . a review of a conditional use permit at 1105
Poplar St . and a public
hearing regarding a condition use request to allow
non-related people to live at
1302 Farris Ave
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916

Read the
Want Ads Daily

From Front
on the table since residents were
surveyed in August 2006. More
than three-fourths of the proper
ty owners within in the original
who
boundaries
proposed
responded favored rezoning.
But the issue really has lingered even longer. Dowdy said
commissioners have talked
about doing some rezoning in
that area for the past five or six
years.

Water Valley man
surrenders after
Thour staid
WATER VALLEY. Ky.
(AP) - A western Kentucky
man has been charged with
four counts of wanton endangerment after allegedly firing
shots at people from his vehicle, then barncading himself
in his house during a sevenhour standoff with police.
Kenon Andrews, 24, of
Water Valley, Ky., surrenwithout incident
dered
around It a.m ('DT after holing up in his house for several hours
Police received reports
shortly after midnight that
someone in a passing vehicle
had fired at residents When
Andrews was contacted by
authorities at his home an
hour later, he refused to
come out Nearby homes
were evacuated as police set
up a pen meter around the
house There were no'mune.
reported

NATIONAL / INTERNATIONAL
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Obituaries
Mrs. Mani. Love
Mrs. Wuune Love, 94, Murray, died Sunday, July 15, 2007, at
7:58 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
The funeral will be Wednesday at II a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Burial will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.
Other information will be released later.

Monday, July 16, 2007 •

Joint Chiefs Chairman Pace says Iraq
options could include even more troops

BAGHDAD(AP)- The U.S.
military's top general said this
morning that the Joint Chiefs of
Staff is weighing a range of possible new directions in Iraq,
MrS. Betty W. Cassity
including, if President Bush
Mrs. Betty W. Cassity, 77, Mayfield, died Sunday, July 15, 2007,
deems it necessary, an even bigat 4:30 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
ger troop buildup.
A former resident of Murray, she was a retired teacher at
Making no predictions,
Calloway County Schools.
Gen. Peter Pace
Marine
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield is in charge of arrangements.
revealed that he and the chiefs
of the Army, Navy, Marine
Mrs. Deborah Lou Lovett
Corps and Air Force are obliged
15,
July
Sunday,
died
48,
Benton,
\Its Deborah Lou Lovett,
to consider various troop-level
2007, at 8:44 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
scenarios before September,
ts.
arrangemen
of
charge
in
is
of
Benton
Home
Collier Funeral
when Bush will receive an
assessment of the Iraq situation
Mrs. Myra Bell Litchfield Darnell
from his top commander there,
[he funeral for Mrs. Myra Bell Litchfield Darnell will be today
Gen. David Petraeus.
(Monday)at I p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton.
'We're (doing) the kind of
in
the
follow
will
Rev. Irving Darnell will officiate. Burial
thinking that we need to do and
Litchfield Cemetery in Trigg County.
be prepared for whatever it's
Mrs. Darnell, 83, Brewers Highway, Hardin, died Friday, July
going to look like two months
13. 2007, at 2 p.m. at her home.
from now,' he said in an interA homemaker, she was of Baptist faith.
view with two reporters travelone
Darnell,
C.
John
Preceding her inileath were her husband,
overnight with him from
ing
brother, and two sisters. She was the daughter of the late Gentry
aboard an Air Force
Washington
Litchfield.
Dunn
Floyd Litchfield and Lilly Vadean
jet.
cargo
C-17
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Joanna Darnell Gibson,
"That way, if we need to plus
Hardin; one sistgr, Mrs. Mary Lois Tingler, Radcliff; nine grandor come down" in numbers
up
children; two great-grandchildren.
of troops in Iraq, then the details
AP
will have been studied and the
bombcar
suicide
twin
the
of
one
of
site
military services will be in posi- An Iraqi policeman examines a crater left behind at the
tion to carry out whatever policy ings in Kirkuk. 180 miles north of Baghdad this morning. Twin suicide car bombings explod150 in
Bush chooses, Pace said.
ed within 20 minutes of each other killing at least 80 people and wounding around
He mentioned no potential attacks targeting a Kurdish political office and ripping through an outdoor market.
range of increases or decreases
four years old, and will be one
in force levels. Another possibil- strategy is focused on providing rorists.
important factor in what 'the
to
intend
chiefs
the
said
Pace
in
Iraqis
for
is
better security
ity being considered, he said,
Joint Chiefs collectively recomtions
recommenda
maintaining the current level of Baghdad, but the intended effect be ready with
mend to Bush in September,
September.
by
Bush
for
that
on
ion
reconciliat
political
beyond
a
-troops for some period
said.
Pace
new
any
on
opining
Without
between the Sunnis and Shiites NEW ORLEANS (AP) - face in urban and rural commu- September.
On this week's visit Pace
Pace
Iraq,
in
action
of
course
and
achieved,
be
to
later
yet
has
interview
In a separate
Linking the federal minimum nities and to show what's possiplanned meetings with Petraeus
at the U.S. Embassy after con- many in Congress are clamoring stressed in the interview his consaid.
Edwards
John
ble,
strengthand
and other top commanders in
to
inflation
wage
tours
combat
multiple
that
cern
troops
g
withdrawin
Petraeus,
and
begin
to
Pace
with
ferring
The tour will wind through
ening collective bargaining
for many in the Army and Baghdad as well as with U.S.
Lt. Gen. Raymond Odierno, the soon.
Crocker.
Edwards
with
states,
rights would be two steps eight
Some on the Joint Chiefs had Marine Corps could tear at the Ambassador Ryan
No. 2 commander in Iraq, said
weeks
several
next
the
Over
said
He
Louisiana,
in
military.
be
the
to
of
fabric
scheduled
in
boost
troop
the
elimination
toward the eventual
he did not foresee requesting argued against
their
do
will
Chiefs
Joint
the
visiting
is
he
reason
January, in part out of concern that is one
America. Mississippi, Arkansas and
in
more troops.
of poverty
, which at
assessment
Iraq
own
their
hear
to
_
now
troops
the
sustained
be
an
not
find
could
it
that
"Right now I can't
Democratic presidential candi- Tennessee on Monday.
their morale this stage is being developed
On Sunday evening, Edwards assessment where I would say I long enough to have the desired concerns, assess
date John Edwards said
Petraeus'
from
why he separately
them
to
explain
to
and
much
too
put
it
that
said,
he
and
effect
troops,"
and his wife took a short walk- need more
Monday.
"stay out
to
order
in
assessment
tours
Army
extending
advocated
adding that he is confident that strain on the military.
Edwards made New Orleans ing tour of the Lower 9th Ward,
of sgroupthink," Pace said.
months.
15
to
months
12
from
of
number
a
for
to
chiefs
able
The
be
will
he
by September
to
returns
he
When
the starting point for his eight- passing empty houses, lots over- give Petraeus his advice on how weeks have been studying the
He said he also would stop in
and
weeds
tall
8-foot
n in September,
with
run
highlight
state campaign tour to
timing of a possible U.S. mili- Germany this week to meet with Washingto
the troop buildup is working.
Petraeus will brief the Joint
poverty in America. Sunday curbs dotted with heaps of trash.
"My assessment right now is, tary transition away from family members of military
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IN OUR OPINION

The tragedy
School board gets 2nd chance
of cooling off
Their was a sense of shock Friday when word cazne down that
Kentucky's new education commisFRANKFORT. Ky. — The comedy of errors that the
sioner wasn't going to take the job
special legislative session Gov. Ernie Fletcher called is raptaxky
Kentuc
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least
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idly turning into a tragedy payers who are paying 138 lawmakers to do absolutely
expected to begin her role overseenothing at the tune of about 560.000 a day.
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islators will have collected more than SI million in pay
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have her heels dug in deep
and expenses while they were at home cooling off,
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governor's words.
It turns out the resolution passed by
many red flags.
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unconstitutional because the General
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her start but news of a police
Assembly can pass only legisla
cial session specifically included in the
investigation into her missing pergovernor's agenda.
sonnel file from her previous
So now Fletcher's latest official call for
school district in St. Charles, Ill.,
them to return July 30 includes a proviwas apparently the last straw. She
sion for rejecting the pay they haven't
the
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will
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safe
denied any knowledge of the
earned, and it's
very first bill passed by both the House
and Senate by unanimous votes.
Not
Indeed, the pay issue guarantees the
By Todd Duvall House Democrats will return to the ('apt
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tot July 30. To do otherwise would he
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political suicide for them.
But there is nothing to prevent thrill
nom passing the pay rejection and once again adjourning.
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That, as intended, leaves Fletcher empty handed from
plants.
sion
conver
coal
new
for
ves
standpoint of tax incenti
s of
denial of health insurance benefits for domestic partner
and
y
militar
duty
active
for
breaks
public employees, tax
for
more than 5400 million in construction projects largely
university campuses.
It renders the Republican-controlled Senate. which rubberMonday.
stamped all those issues in a one-day session last
President
a fairly toothless tiger for once, a situation Senate
least.
the
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like
not
David Williams will
votes
So. what happens July 30 if the House simply
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once again to adjour
di,
Fletcher cannot send state troopers into every House
return
and
s
ntative
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state
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them forcibly to the Capitol.
votes in
There's an old political axiom here that with 51
ly can
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That
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political
updated to read with 51 votes in the House. the
be
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for
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or
aspirations of a govern
brought op short.
making
But while the House may be successful in
coming across
Fletcher appear feckless and weak, it also is
as petulant and petty.
other
That's why House Speaker Jody Richards and
te serinegotia
and
down
settle
should
Democratic leaders
able agenda
ously with Fletcher and Williams about a reason
for a special session.
y of these
There are grossing questions about the viabilit
proposed
being
breaks
tax
the
but
plants,
coal conversion
It the whole
conic into play only if the plants are built.
es. no tax
thing turns into a house of cards that collaps
breaks
Fletcher.,
And a number of construction projects on
and Senate
agenda has c been approved by the House
year and at
already. It was Fletcher who vetoed them last
them.
vetoed
hadn't
he
this point, everyone knows that If
.
anyway
checks
ed
oversiz
the
out
g
handin
he would be
send the
Junk the projects riot already approved and
after all. Fletcher's
domestic partners issue packing it was,
and University of
lle
appointees to the University of Louisvi
them
ed
approv
who
s
trustee
of
Kentucky boards
and
surely active-duty Kentucky military men
ng politbecomi
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withou
minds
their
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ical pawns in a silly tug-of-war betwee
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l
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headqu
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up in court, but
Of course, this whole mess could end
mood to order the
the
in
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y
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rs don't want to do.
House to do what S I of its membe
over before all the
Besides, the November election will be
matter.
the
on
briefs
their
%amis.'s parties file
No% ember election this
And make no mistake. It's that
ahout
all
is
e
entire sorry episod

missing file and cited "scrutiny" as
a factor when she announced her
withdrawl from Kentucky's education commissioner position.
Still, it was the latest in a series
of questions that seemed to surround Erwin since her hire in
May.
Last week, it was reported that
she had sent a memo to the St.
Charles district's human resource
manager that she needed 85 extra
sick days for her three years of
work there.
Previously, she was questioned
about errors in her resume that
included information about a supposed award she had received, as
well a.s reports of her management

style in both Illinois and Arizona.
The state school board had also .
garnered a lot of criticism for
Erwin's hire and her selection by
an Iowa search firm. The board, -4
which met in session Saturday, is
now searching for, as board chair
Keith Travis said, a "Kentuckybased educator" in an interim
role. A new search firm should
also be in line or perhaps the
state board could take that task
on itself.
Needless to say, Kentucky education has a new shot and the
experience from this will hopefully
produce the best candidate for our
children, their teachers and Kentucky.
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Alumni and Associates will meet
at Pagliai's on Iliesday
The Alumni and Associates of Calloway
County Schools will meet Tuesday at 6
p.m. at PagLies.
Items on the agenda include the annual banquet, membership drive and fall
fund-raisers.
AU members are urged to attend. For
more information about the organization
contact Laura Lee Winchester at lauralee@murray-ky.net.

The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will hold their
regularly scheduled golf play
on Wednesday at 9 a.m.
All members are encouraged to play. Sign-up is not
necessary.
Melonie
Lowe
has
announced the winners of the
golf scramble on July 7 as
follows:

First place - Linda Orr, Pam
Williams, Cathy Young and Carolyn Hargrove;
Second
place, Carolyn
Greenfield, Deborah Boyle,
Shawna Mullins and Lawanda
Glover.
The Ladies Tuesday Night
Golf will be Tuesday at 5:30
p.m. at the club.

The Ladies of the Murray
Country Club played golf on
Wednesday at the club.
Winners were announced as
tullows:
First flight - low gross,
Bobby Ann Lee and Amy
McDowell tied; low net, Cyndi
Cohoon;
Second flight - low gross,
Barbara Gray, low net, Teresa
Betts;
Third flight - low gross, Marilyn Adkins, low net, Susan
Johnson;
Overall low putts - Ve Severns.
The ladies will play golf
on Wednesday at the club and

the line-up is as follows:
Tee #1 - Bobby Ann Lee,
Sue Outland, Norma Frank and
Patsy Green;
Tee #3 - Jennifer Crouse,
Cyndi Cohoon, Debbie Hixon
and Freda Steely;
Tee #6 - Helen Dunn, Ann
Stanley, Ann Brown and Sheila
Henry;
Tee #10 - Betty Stewart,
Susan Johnson and Barbara
Gray.
Anyone not listed in the
line-up, but wishing to play,
or anyone listed who will not
attend should call the pro-shop.
Bobby Ann Lee will be the
hostess for the day.

Breakfast on Tuesday
A country Ham Breakfast will be served
from 6 to 9 p.m, by the South Marshall
Senior Citizens at the Hardin Senior Center.
Cost will be $4 for adults and $2.50 for

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St.
John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or l877447-2004.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that there
be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30
to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Funds
from the Bingo help support local, national and international
charities. For more information call 293-7061.

Photo provided
DRUM MAJORS: Pictured are Johnathan Torsak and Brittany
Trites, 2008 drum majors for Calloway County High School,
immediately following the drill down for more than 620 drum
majors who attended the week long George M. Parks Drum
Major Academy at Illinois State University in Normal, Ill. Some
1,700 students from the United States and Australia attended
this Music Symposium. Torsak is the son of Nyle Torsak and
Dale Torsak and Trites is the daughter of Latricia and Russell
Trites.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at University Church of Christ, near Wal-Mart. Persons are to enter on the side of the church where the carport
is located. Visitors are welcome. For more information call
Joyce at 753-9080 or Amy at 435-4054.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, 1 I 1 North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call
Tracey at 227-5874.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 293-6043.

Quilt Love.Wo meet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers ofTvlurray will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the
community room Olt the Calloway County Public Library. Lori
Winniger and Tina Goodman will present the program on
"Quilted Postcards." All interested persons are invited to attend.

Hospital retirees will meet Tuesday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet Tuesday at II a.m. at The Big Apple. For
more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Golf tryouts scheduled
Murray High School Golf tryouts for boys and girls will
be Tuesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the Murray Country Club.
For information contact Coach Justin Scott at 752-2868.

Dexter meeting Tuesday
Dexter town meeting will be Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the Dexter Community Center. Tory Daughrity, executive director of
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross, will speak
about water safety. Grilled hamburgers and hot dogs will be
served. All area residents are invited.

Kirksey plans Bible School
Kirksey Baptist Church will have its Vacation Bible School
starting today from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. This is be for preschool
through sixth grade. For more information call 489-2277 or
293-9933.

Support group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7.
This is a support group for people who have lost one or both
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

Season pool passes available
Season pool passes at the Murray-Calloway County Central
Park pool are now available at half price from the original
price. For more information call Mike Sykes, aquatics director, at 762-0324. Regular hours of the pool are 1 to 6 p.m.
on Sunday and noon to 7 p.m., Monday through Saturday.

MHS Class of 1997 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1997 will have its 10-year
reunion on Saturday. Aug. 18, from 7 p.m. to midnight at J.
Edwards, Murray. For more information go to 97tigers.com or
call Angie Colson Kimbro at 759-0554.

WASHINGTON. D.C. —
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield encourages all high school students
who are interested in attending one of the five United
, States service academies, to
contact his office for consideration of a nomination before
the Nov. 1, 2007 deadline.
To be considered for an
appointment to a service academy, an applicant must receive
a nomination from an authorized person, which includes
any member of the United States
Congress. Whitfield may nominate applicants who are legally domiciled within the boundaries of the First Congressional District of Kentucky.
In addition to receiving a
Photo provided
nomination, applicants must
DEDICATION: The Murray Elementary School Yearbook for
meet the following eligibilitrs
2006-07 featued Stella Jackson's art design on the book requirements as of July I. of
cover and was dedicated to Don and Tresa Bray, custodians their prospective year of enrollat the school. Janet Caldwell, principal, left, shares the dedi- ment. He or she must be at
cation page with Don and Tresa Bray during the recognition least 17 years old, but not
have passed their 23rd birthceremony.
day, must be a United States
citizen, and must be unmarried, not pregnant, and have
no legal obligation to support
children or other dependents.
The nomination process
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Damn Henges of Bethel Road. Mur- tends to be very competitive.
ray, are the parents of a daughter. Kaylee Grace Heriges. born Decisions will be based upon
applicants' academic record,
on Tuesday. June 19, 2007, at
extracurricular and athletic
7:42 a.m. at the Murray-Calactivities, physical aptitude
loway County Hospital.
ACT and/or SAT scores, lead
The baby weighed 7 pounds
ership ability, and medical qual7 ounces and measured 20 inchifications.
es. The mother is the former
There are five Service AcadKristin Eldridge.
emies: The United States Air
Grandparents are Damn and
Naval
Force
(USAFA),
Paula Heriges and Mike and
(USNA), Military (USMA),
Karen Eldridge, all of Murray.
Merchant Marine (USMMA ).
are
Great-grandparents
and Coast Guard (USCGA
Jimmy and Betty Heriges of
Academies. Nominations are
Melrose Park, Ill., and Dee and
Fronie Eldridge and Delores
Rose, all of Murray.
Uncles are Michael Eldridge
and wife, Amber. Murray, and
Pfc. Jack Heriges who is cur1008 Chestnut St
rently serving in the United
NO CHECKS
States Marine Corps at Parris
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU JULY 19
Island, S.C. One first cousin was
the late Gabriella Rose Eldridge.
Kayte Grace Heriges
moviesinmurray.com

Kaylee Grace Heriges

SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
EVERYDAY

Ratatouille
G- 1:00 - 3:40 - 6:45 -9:10

MHS Class of 1977 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1977 will have its 30-year
reunion on Saturday. July 21, at 6 p.m. at the Murray Country Club. The cost will be $30 per couple or $15 single. Class
members are asked to contact Mark Vinson at Heritage Bank,
753-9034 for registration forms and more information.

License To Wed
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:35 - 7:20 • 9:25
Live Free or Die Hard
P613 - 1:20- 4:00 - 7:10 9:50

CCHS Class of 1987 plans reunion

Calloway County High School Class of 1987 will have its
20-year reunion on Saturday. Sept. 1, in the Murray room of
the Regional Special Events Center of Murray State University. If you are a member of this class, or know someone who
is. please submit your information for free at www.classmates.com
or e-mail Lee Ann Taylor at cchsclassof870hotmail.com for
more details concerning the dinner and other events that week-

MHS class of 1987 plans reunion

Murray High School Class of 1987 has scheduled its 20year reunion on Friday. Aug. 31. and Saturday. Sept. I. Anyone with information concerning the current locations of 1987
graduates are asked to e-mail Amy Long McDowell at amy.mcdowe114tmurray.kyschools.us with updated information

Whitfield encourages
prospective academy
students to begin
nomination process

Steve Johnson
900

BIBLE STUDY
1000
PREACHING
Meal after morning service

Barry Potter & The Order
P613 - 1:05 - 3:55 - 7.05 - 9:55
Transformers
P613 - 12:50 - 3:45 - 6:50 - 94
1408
P613 - 1:10 - 3:25 - 7:25 - 9

Sun. - Thurs. Evening Services — 7:00p.m.
Everyone is invited to attend the Rymer's
For more Information, call
(270)3453151 or (270)32R-8247

Evan Almighty
PG -140 - 350 - 7:15 - 920

required for all but the U.S.
Coast Guard Academy, to which
appointments are made on the
basis of an annual nationwide
competition.
To be considered for a nomination by Congressman Whitfield, please contact his Washington, DC office at 202-2253115 before the Nov.1, 2007
deadline.

Independent Contractors
Dependents and Students
COBRA/Alternative
Self-Employed
Small Businesses

Robert BIllIngton Jr.
270-753-4751
robertir@ttiemurrayinWanCeagertcy C
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HAPPENINGS
by Anruta Peeler

We've had a week of musical
entertainment. It started Tuesday
night with Laura Vinson and
friends. We had a great time with
her and always enjoy hearing her
beautiful voice.
Mane Taylor came Fnday afternoon and played the piano for us.
We have certainly missed her and
we were so glad to hear her again.
We spent Friday morning with
Donna and Janice and their Avon
products. We all tried on the jewelry
and I think we had on every scent
they had. The activity room will
never smell the same again! They
were so gracious to bong their products out so we could try them.
Ethel made it back from Boston
visiting her children. She had a great
time with them but I think they put
her to work wallpapering and painting. I guess she had to come back to
work to get some rest! Everyone
missed her and is glad she's back.
We've got another busy week
coming up with our Hawaiian Luau.
We'll all have to drag out our
Hawaiian outfits so we can get in
the luau mood. Actually we're
already looking forward to fall and
our harvest party with the Smith
Family Trio. I guess in the meantime we're just going to have to
"sweat with the oldies"
_Nothing the looks or feels like
looms Mu we cow close
54 Urterback Rd • Murray, K
Mom, ro)74-i7oo • 14111-231•5014

looldngBack
40 years ago

II years ago

Marine Psi Ira A. Ward, son
Cliff Finney and Warren Hopkins of Murray have been elect- of Mrs Vera Ward, graduated
DEAR ABBY: My friend
ed for a three-year term to the from eight weeks of recruit trainwas very shaken by
"Nora
Board of Governors tot Lexing- ing at the Marine Corps Recruit
g that happened to
somethin
Depot at Parns Island, SC
ton Urut of Shriner. licrspital
While her six
recently.
her
fined
were
persons
Forty seven
Published is a picture of (levisiting, the
were
dren
grandchil
vity Kendall, fourth grader at Mur- in the City Court of City Judge
oldest boy (age 13) shouted.
William H (Jake) Dunn during
ray Middle School, pundenng her
"Let's take her down!" and all
move during a checkers game at the past week
Team
six of the children attacked
Swim
Club
Country
Oaks
Murray •('al low ay County Park
her, knockwon 210-126 over Mayfield CounThe photo was by Staff Photoging her to
try Club Team in a Swim Meet.
rapher Bernard Kane
the ground.
Births reported include a girl Richard Kahn is coach for the
then groping
to Jennifer and Timothy Green, Oaks team
50 years ago
July 10. a boy to Cheryl and
and hitting
K L. Cooper, administrator of
Charles Gibbs and a boy to Michele
her.
and Kenneth York. July II. a boy the Calloway County Health
Nora is
to Glenda and Keith Covey, July lkpartment, announced that they
73 and only
shipment
last
their
received
had
12
5 foot 2. Her
of the federal purchase of polio
20 years ago
t
oldes
vaccine. This is being distnbuted
Serving as officers of Murraygrandchild
and
Murray
in
schools
the
all
to
nt
Developme
Economic
Calloway
is 5 foot 7
Corporation Board of 1)irectors Calloway County with a small
and weighs
By Abigail
are Buddy Buckingham, president. amount remaining at the health
140 pounds.
Glenn Doran, site president for center
Van Buren
Mr.
of
son
Edwards.
of the
H
All
Garth
pressice
Jobs.
Loretta
industrial,
grandchildren are large for their
ident lot commercial, and Holmes and Mrs Joe R Edwards of Hardin,
has enlisted in the United States ages. The youngest. who is 7.
Ellis, secretary-treasurer
Calloway County Judge Exec- Mantle Corps and is now underweighs well over 70 pounds.
utive George Weak% reported to going training at Parns Island,
My question is, what can
C
the Calloway County Etscal Court
people do to protect
elderly
Recent births reported at Murthat the Kentucky Department of
s'? Nora felt helpless.
themselve
Mr.
to
girl
a
include
Corrections has approved the coun- ray Hospital
the beating because
took
She
Belthouver
ty's plans for additions to the and Mrs Edward
she was afraid if she fought
60 years ago
county Jail

Dear Abby

30 years ago
Fred Schultz. who for 15 years
has versed the community as superintendent of Murray City School
System, announced his resignation at a meeting of the Murray
Independent School Board He
will assume a new post with the
Kentucky Department of Education in Frankfort Aug 15
Calloway County Board of Education has named Billy Nix as
assistant principal and Cecil Glass
as hand director at(-anima, Count,. High School

Murray Police ('hidl Burman
Parker has issued a warning to
the Murray drivers that his depart-

ment has launched a drive to halt
an increasing wave of traffic violation, in the city of Murray.
Published is a picture of the
delegates from Calloway County
who attended the Kentucky 4-H
meeting in Lexington They are
Hazel Ann Over. Verona Smith,
Carolyn Hughes. Jennell Foy.
Bobby Kemp. Julia Fuqua, Ralph
Morris. Rob Brown and Wells
Hargis

back, she'd be turned in for
child abuse. I told her I'd have
whacked that I 3-year-old monster so hard he'd think twice
about ever pulling a stunt like
that again.
Now she's afraid of her
grandkids because, even though
their parents eventually pulled
them off her, they did nothing to punish the children for
their aggressive behavior. Is
there anything older people
can do to defend themselves
delinquents?
against

Todaylallistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, July 16. the
197th day of 2007 There are 1614
days kit in the year
Today's Highlight in History
On July 16, 1945. the United
States exploded its firm experimental atomic bomb, in the desert
of Alamogordo. N M
On this date
In 1862. David G Farragut
became the first rear admiral in
the U S Navy
In 1907. 100 years ago. ac-tress

Murray Ledger & Times

COMICS / FEATURES
Kids' rough-and-tumble game
poses threat to tiny grandma

6A • Monday. July 16, 2007

Barbara Stanwyck was born in New
York
In 1907."Popcorn King" Orville
Redenhachcr was horn in Brazil.
Ind
In 1957, Marine Mai John
Glenn set a transcontinental speed
record by flying a let from Cal'forma to New York in three hours.
21 minutes and eight seconds
In 1964, in accepting the Remit)
hcan presidential nomination in San
Francisco. Harry N1 Goldwater said
"extremism in the defense of lib-

erty is no vice" and that "moderation in the pursuit of justice
is no virtue"
In 1969, Apollo I I blasted off
from Cape -Kennedy. Fla., on the
lira manned mission to the surface of the moon
In 1973, during the Senate
Watergate hearings, former White
House aide Alexander P Butterfield publicly resealed the existence of President Richard Nixon's
secret taping system

SHOCKED IN TOPEKA
DEAR SHOCKED: Are
you talking about delinquent
children or delinquent parents?
Nora's grandchildren were obviously never taught by their
parents the importance of
behaving respectfully around
adults, particularly elderly
adults who can be fragile. They
could have caused their grandmother serious harm. That the
behavior went unpunished is
extremely disturbing because
if parents don't bother to teach
their children nght from wrong,
their misbehavior could escalate.
While the incident you
described might be considered
"fun and games" when it occurs
between children, when it happens with an adult it becomes
assault and battery. In Nora's
case, it could be considered
elder abuse.
There are two ways to protect oneself from "delinquents'
of any age who act like this.
The first is to avoid people
who do not understand boundaries because their lack of
judgment could sooner or later
cause great bodily harm. The
second is to notify the police
and seek immediate medical
attention.
DEAR ABBY: How do you
tell people you just don't like
them and don't want to be
friends anymore"! My husband.
daughter and I are "fnends"
with a family we became
acquainted with when our
daughter was in first grade. That
was three years ago.
This family is annoying and
loud, and we can't seem to
distance ourselves from them.
They constantly call for playdates and dinner dates. The
kids get along well, but my
husband and I do not like this
couple and prefer not to spend
our social time with them.
How do we distance ourselves
without offending them? -STUCK IN SAN ANTONIO
DEAR STUCK: Since when
did an Inv nation to get together become a command performance You are ~Alb
obligation to accept evrovitation that is offered to you.
The kindest way to extricate
yourselves would be to simply not be available every time
they want to get together. Cultivate other friendships for
yourselves and your daughter.
P.S. I am not advising you
to necessarily end the fnendship between the children. But
when you arrange time for
them to get together, make it
a time when they are dropped
off at each other's homes.

Hyperhidrosis limits
social options
fibers that supDEAR DR. GOTT: For as blocks the nerve
Tests in
glands.
sweat
the
ply
I've
,
remember
can
long as I
placebo-conind
double-bl
a
had a problem with my hands
of treatment with
and feet sweating. This always trolled trial
greater than a
reported
BTX
times
ate
inappropri
happens at
ent, with
improvem
percent
50
and is extremely embarrassing.
of positive
It is affecting my work pattern a median duration
daily effect of more than six months.
and
activity. This is excellent breakthrough
news that should be welcomed
When
finally spoke by all people suffering from
with my doc- hyperhydrosis.
Speak with your doctor about
about
tor
and let me know what
BTX,
indihe
this,
the he has to say.
cated
DEAR DR. GOTT: My huscondition is
is 84 years old and is
band
as
known
hyperhidro- expenencing loss of memory.
Dr. Gott sis. What on A neurologist is giving him
Earth is this. medicine: In addition, I give •
By
and is there him a multi-vitamin pill and a;.!
Dr. Peter Gott any medica- 1,000-microgram B-12 tablet:7.
once a day. I've read that folate. .
tion I can take to control it?
g memDEAR READER: Eccrine is helpful in preventin
it on :
sec
don't
but
loss,
ory
of
kinds
two
glands are one of
What :
sweat glands. When function- the shelf in my pharmacy.
folate, and
ing properly, they cool the body is your opinion of
prescripwhen the sweat they produce can I get it without a
is released. Sweat is clear, has tion?
DEAR READER: In the
a faint odor and contains water,
forgetfulness can be elderly,
main
salt, albumin, urea (the
nitrogen part of urine made caused by a variety of ailments.
"minifrom a breakdown of protein) ranging from aging and
folate
and other compounds. Hyper- strokes" to Alzheimer's. A
memhidrosis (too much sweating) is deficiency can also cause
acid' _
folic
.
Therefore
loss.
ory
overan
heat,
by
often caused
active thyroid gland, emotion- supplements are a safe — and'
al situations, menopause or somewhat helpful — option.
Folate is available without'
infection. No one knows why
some people sweat through their a prescription and can be purIf
underarms or forehead and oth- chased in most pharmacies.
shelf,
the
on
it
see
don't
you
feet,
and
ers through their hands
but no matter where it occurs, ask your pharmacist or an
it is often embarrassing and employee for help finding it.
The usual dose is 8(X) microcan affect daily activity.
In the past, topical agents grams daily. Make sure that
such as antiperspirants. pre- you notify your husband's neuscribed medications and sur- rologist of your wish to try
gery were recommended. How- folate supplements.
To give you related inforever, according to the Journal
of the Amencan Academy of mation, I am sending you a
Dermatology, injected Botu- copy of my Health Report
linum toxin type A (BTX-A) "Alzheimer's Disease."

Contracthridge

13LONE:011E.00
Dear Abby Is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbh.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, ('A 90069.
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T TEFS csr

EAST
•73
W96 3

WEST
•1V9
Q8 4

tract.

Bat as it was, the Polish West
trumped the third club and cashed the
queen of heti/11410 set the slam. South
•9 5 4
101 76 3 2
later tried a spade finesse and lost to
•10 8 7 5 3
•J4
the king to finish down two.
SOUTH
At the other table, Tomas, Przyb•AQ86 4 2
ora of Poland found a better way to
•A 1 10
try to make the slam. After taking the
•K 8
ace of hearts, he cashed the K-A-Q
•A9
of diamonds, discarding a heart.
The bidding:
Then came a key move — he cashed
Noelh
West
South
East
the ace of spades before playing the
2•
Pass
I•
Pass
three top clubs, discarding his last
4•
Pass
2•
Pass
heart on the third club.
5•
Pass
4
Pass
It now did not matter that West
h•
Pass
5 NT
Pass
had started with only two clubs,
6•
Pass
because when he trumped the third
Opening lead — king of hearts.
club, he had to do so with the king of
The 1944 World Team Olympiad
was %On by Poland, which deci- spades Przybora then scored the rest.
sively defeated France in a 96-deal of the tricks and his slam. This, combined with the result at the other ,
final This deal occurred early in the
match and resulted an a gain of 17 table, gave Poland a gain of 1,630
points, and put it well on the road to
international match points for the
the world title.
Poles
This same hand also produced a
Both teams arrived at six spades,
big swing - - and yet another v anaand both West% found the only lead
in the 1:.S.-Great
to gist: declarer a problem, the king non in the play/intain women's final. That story
beans
will appear in this space tomorrrm
Si the table v.here a French pair
Iiimorrow: Famous I land — Part Iwo.

Crosswords

•

C3F3 131

held the North-South cards, declarer
won the heart lead and immediately
played the A-K-Q of clubs, discarding a heart. had the third round of
clubs survived. declarer would next
have cashed three diamonds, discarding his last heart to secure the con-

last dealer
North-South vulnerable.
NORTII
•.1 105
W7 52
•A Q 10
41iK Q 6 2
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!IL BRITISH OPEN

AMERICAN LEGION

Post 73 season ends in split
MURRAY JUNIOR
LEGION CLUB
WINS LAST GAME
OF DH

PETER MORRISON / AP
Tiger Woods braves the rain on the
11th green at Camoustie golf course,
Scotland, today where he was out
practing for the 2007 Bntish Open
Golf Championship, which starts
Thursday.

If
f.

at

British Open
appears
'nice', 'fair'
to Woods

Staff Report
Murray Post 73's Junior Legion
baseball club wrapped up its summer
campaign on Saturday afternoon with a
doubleheader split against the Ballard
County Mudcats from Post 3.
Ballard won the opener 11-5 before
Post 73 came back to win the second
game 5-4.
In the opener Ballard jumped out to a
4-0 lead before Murray cut the margin
to one with a three-run third frame on
Brock Downey's two-run single and a
Mudcat error. Ballard broke the game
open with four more runs in the fourth

oft tiring starter Hunter Seay. Jordan
Gay worked the last inning and twothirds in relief for Murray in his first
pitching appearance of the season.
Downey's two hits led the way for
Post 73 in the opener.
In the second game, Murray came
back from two runs down for a 5-2 lead
and then held on for the 5-4 victory in
its season finale.
Gage Workman doubled in Downey
in the first frame to cut Ballard's lead to
2-1. Post 73 got a pair of runs in the second to take the lead for good when Ben
Hudson and C.J. Dial both singled and
scored. Murray added two more in the
fourth when Bo Bogard singled and
scored and Ben Hudson scored on
Dial's fielder's choice.
Ballard added a pair of runs in the
fifth before Workman wrapped up the
complete game. Workman scattered six
hits, struck out four, walked one and
overcame three Murray errors in five

innings of work to notch the win.
For Post 73, the split brought the season to a close with a 10-13 record.
Murray won six of its last eight games
to end the season on a positive note,
capturing
the
West
Kentucky
Invitational tournament title. Murray
Post 73 was coached by Josh Garland
and Justin Maynard.
The American Legion program does
offer a junior division state tournament
that starts next weekend, but football
commitments by many of the team
members made state tournament participation impossible.
Post 73 was comprised of players
from Murray and Calloway County and
Marshall County high schools. The Post
73 roster included: Bogard, Casey
Brockman, Logan Burks, Kyle
Crittenden, Dial, Downey, Gay, Austin
Hargrove, Hudson, Kody Rudolph,
Cody Redden, Hunter Seay, Grant
Williams and Workman.

TAB BROCKMAN Guest
Post 73 pitcher Gage Workman
fires an offehng to the plate during the Murray-based club's
doubleheader against Ballard
County on Saturday afternoon
at Laker Field. Workman was
the 5-4 winner in a completegame effort as Post 73 wrapped
up its 2007 season with a doubleheader split.

ST. LOUIS 10, PHILADELPHIA 2
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A FAMILIAR AND
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TO CARNOUSTIE
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CARNOUSTIE, Scotland (AP) —
Tiger Woods hit putts with one hand and
held his yardage book with the other,
studying Carnoustie on Sunday as if he
were seeing this links course for the first
time in his life.
Considering what happened last time
the British Open came here, it all looked
so new.
Gone was the rough, so thick at its
foundation that it was difficult to see the
golf ball, much less hit it. The fairways
were far more generous, nothing like
Kapalua or a resort course, but certainly
wider than the country lane that players
faced in 1999.
Woods said it brought back memories
of his first trip to Carnoustie — not 1999
in the British Open, but 1995 and 19%,
when he played the Scottish Open at
Carnoustie for his first taste of links golf.
"It looks really nice, really fair,"
Woods said.
Royal & Ancient chief executive Peter
Dawson, who regretted how players lambasted the setup in '99, was among those
to greet Woods when he finished his practice round. The conversation was private.
but Dawson appeared to be pleased by
what he heard.
It can't be considered a major without
complaints, and certainly there was griping on a sunny, lazy afternoon along the
North Sea.
"A bit too easy," David Frost said.
. Frost played in the second-to-last
group in the final round eight years ago,
despite opening with an 80. He wound up
in a tie for seventh, finishing at 10-over
294. He was among the few who found
no problem with the tight fairways and
rough on steroids.
' He took far greater issue with a course
where he could see his ball off the fairway even as he stood on the tee.
"I think the fairways are very wide and
there's no rough." Frost said. "So, it's a
little bit of a total opposite to what it was
in '99."
Most players would celebrate this
change.
'"No, it's too lenient," Frost said. "I
lust think it should have been tighter."
It's probably a good thing Jean Van de
Velde isn't around this week to see
Carnoustie or he might really be haunted
by thmwing away the British Open. With
a mixture of had decisions and had luck,
he took triple bogey on the final hole to
fall into a three-man playoff that was won
by Paul Liiwne.
It is difficult now to reconstruct the
sad sequence that cost Van de Veldt the
claret jug.
His second shot caromed off the
bleachers, back across Barry Burn and
into rough so deep that the best he could
do was chop it into the 6-foot wide burn
I* took a drop in grass so mangled that
he only managed to get it over the stream
and into a bunker.
That would not have happened this
week. because there's so such thing as
mangled rough nght of the 18th fairway.
or hardly anywhere else at C'arnoustie. In
fact, the area in front of the hum is mown
closely, not like the front of ponds at
Augusta National, but close

GEORGE WIDHAM / AP
Fans hold up signs as the St. Louis Cardinals beat the Phillies 10-2 in Philadelphia on Sunday. The Phillies lost their 10,000th game in franchise history.

PHILS FALL TO CARDS, BECOME FIRST CLUB TO 10,000 LOSSES
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —Through
the last-place finishes. September collapses and every agonizing failure over
the past 125 years, no team has lost
quite like the Philadelphia Phillies.
Futility has followed them since the
day they were born, and Sunday night
was no different for the losingest team
sports history. Loss No. 10,000 came
when Albert Pujols hit two of the St.
Louis Cardinals' six homers in a 10-2
rout.
Not surprisingly, this defeat resembled the thousands that came before.
Bad starting pitching, brutal relief and
hardly any hitting. And, of course, lots
of booing.

By the ninth inning, with the outcome inevitable, the boos turned to
cheers. Fans in the sellout crowd of
44,872 thumbed their noses at the
dubious mark, standing and applauding. One held up a sign that read:
"10,000 N Proud" as NI MVP Ryan
Howard struck out to end the game.
"I don't know too much about
10,000 losses," Phillies manager
Charlie Manuel said. "1 try and concentrate on the wins."
From Connie Mack Stadium to the
Vet and Citizens Bank Park, the
Pinnies have had few moments to celebrate. The franchise, born in 1883 as
the Philadelphia Quakers and briefly

called the Blue Jays in the mid-1940s,
fell to 8.810-10,000.
Next on the losing list: the Braves,
with 9.681 defeats. It took them stints
in three cities (Boston, Milwaukee and
Atlanta) to reach that total. Not even
those lovable losers, the Chicago Cubs,
come close at 9,425.
And for those counting, it was the
58th time the Phillies have lost by that
exact 10-2 score, the Elias Sports
Bureau said.
The Phillies avoided the milestone
for three games, but the Cardinals —
the team that caught them 43 years ago
for the NI pennant in one of the
biggest collapses in baseball history —

beat Philadelphia one more time.
Earlier, a banner hung from the
upper deck that read "10,000 is not in
the Cards." Turns out, it was on this
night.
So the franchise that won only one
World Series championship (1980) in
125 years, has 14 seasons of 100-plus
losses, and once lost 23 straight games,
now has the ugliest number of them all
in a city way too familiar with losing.
It hasn't been all bad for the
Phillies. They've had their share of
highlights and Hall of Earners: Jim
Bunning. Robin Roberts, Richie
Ashburn.

LITTLE LEAGUE WORLD SERIES

10-under Bucks earn two wins at AAYBA World Series
RALLY GIVES
11-UNDER BUCKS
WIN AT SERIES
Staff Report
CHESTERFIELD. Mo. —
The Murray Bucks 10-under
baseball team captured a
come-from-behind 7-6 victory
over the St. Louis Captains in
the opening round of pool play
in the AAYBA World Series
on Sunday.
The Bucks scored a dramatic victory with two outs in

the bottom of the seven inning
on a two-run hit by C.J. Lang
of Calvert City that drove in
the tying and winning runs.
The Bucks consist of players from Calloway. Graves.
Marshall and McCracken
counties.
Chandler Rogers was the
winning pitcher. The Bucks
were led in hitting by Lang
with two doubles and three
RBIs and Adam Lamkin with
a triple, a single and two RBIs.
In the second game of pool
play yesterday, the Bucks

defeated the Lincoln (Neb.)
Rebels 4-3.
Davis Miles and Jacob
Oldham. both from Graves
County, had RBI singles.
Starting pitcher Matthew
Higgins gave way to Lamkin
after five innings. Lamkin
picked up the save
The Bucks were scheduled
to play in the final round of
pool play today at 1:30 p.m.
against the St. Peters (Mo.)
Commanches. who entered the
contest with one victory.
Lamkin is scheduled to he

the starting pitcher for the
Bucks.
In other action, the Murray
Bucks' 11-under team surrendered a 6-0 lead in the second
inning, only to mount a comeback to beat the St. Louis
Shox 10-6. The game was part
of the AAYBA World Series.
The Bucks scored eight
runs in the third inning.
The winning pitcher was
Zachary Grogan. Murray's
leading hitters were Hunter
laco and Mason Wooten.
The team is composed of

players
from
Calloway.
Marshall and McCraken counties, as well as Henry County,
Tenn.
In late action, the Murray
11 Bucks defeated the Baton
Rouge (La.) Angels 14-0.
Three Bucks pitchers — Nick
Shumaker, Mason Wooten and
Austin Johnson — combined
for 12 strikeouts in the contest.
The Bucks were led in hitting by Jason Wagner, who
was 2-for-3 with three RBIs,
and Wyatt Frame, who was 3for-4 with two RBIs.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All Times COT
East Division
L Pet GB
W
55 36 804
Boston
9
45 44 506
New Yon
10
45 46 495
Toronto
14
451
50
41
Baltimore
20
35 56 385
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
54 38800
Detroit
593 1/2
37
54
Cleveland
6
49 43 533
Minnesota
14
40 50 444
Chicago
12
39 52 42915
Kansas City
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L Pet GB
W
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3
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Seattle
1/2
44
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16
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39
Texas
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39 53424121/2
Houston
37 55 40214 1/2
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L Pct GB
W
52 40 565
Los Angeles
1
50 40 556
San [neg.,
49 44 527 3 1/2
Anzona
45 46 495 6 1/2
Colorado
38 51 42712 1/2
San Francesco
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Sunday's Games
8-under softball championship. Team
CHARGED UP: The Interstate Battery Lady Chargers recently captured the
Bnanna Eanch, Elsa Byrd,
McClure,
Madison
left)
from
row,
(front
include
members and coaches pictured
Bamett, Sarah McDowell,
Jordan
Fntts,
Mackenzie Ray, Sarah Crutcher, Jessica Schunng. (middle row) Allie
Grogan
Mitch
and
McDowell
David
Fntts,
Shelby Moss. Savannah Grogan (back row) Glenn

NASCAK

Stewart breaks winless streak at Chicagoland
JOLIET. III. (AP) - Yes.
Tony Stewart has been known to
freak out frorn time to time. But
his recent winless streak wasn't
one of those times.
Stewart broke through for his
first victory of the season on
Sunday. holding off Matt
Chicagoland
at
Kenseth
Speedway to break a 20-race
victory drought that dated to the
end of last season.
But Stewart said he never
really womed about being shut
out of victory lane for longer
than usual. because he had cars
capable of winning more often
than not this year
"I haven't been freaking out
NAM v HUH AP about it." Stewart said. "I've
Tony Stewart celebrates in been happy that we've been in
victory lane after winning the the position that we've been in."
Stew art has been in position
NASCAR Nextel Cup USG
several races this season,
win
to
Sheetrock 400 on Sunday in
coming up short because of plain
Joliet, Ill
old had luck or occasional poor

fuel economy - an ongoing
concern for the No. 20 team.
"I think if it was a situation
where we couldn't run up front,
and there were two or three
teams that had stuff figured out
and we couldn't compete with
them and we were running 20th
or 30th every week and couldn't
figure out what to do to get into
the top-five again, then you
would be worried about not winning races." Stewart said.
But as long as the performance was there. Stewart figured
he'd wan sooner or later.
-When I've got a car every
week where I know I at least
have the capability of running up
front, you know that you can't
have bad luck forever." Stewart
said.
Rediscovering victory lane
was only one of the two pressing
problems Stewart resolved over
the weekend, as the two-time
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champion said he has patched
his rift with upstart teammate
Denny Hamlin after a lecture
from team owner Joe Gibbs on
Saturday.
Hamlin and Stewart spent the
week trading barbs in the media
after the two teammates wrecked
International
Daytona
at
Speedway last week. The situation became ugly enough for
team owner Joe Gibbs to take a
last-minute detour from a
planned vacation and come to
the track on Saturday to gather
Stewart and Hamlin for a hastily
arranged meeting.
Gibbs was not present at the
track Sunday. but his son. teani
president J.D. Gibbs, said
Stewart and Hamlin got a
glimpse of how Gibbs handles
his football team instead of the
more laid-back demeanor the
coach usually carries through the
NASCAR garage area.
"He was a little more intense
yesterday then he normally is in
the racing world." Gibbs said.
Stewart called the meeting
"great." praising Gibbs for his
ability to get people to work
together. He said he and Hamlin
worked better together than ever
before on the track on Sunday.
using hand signals- no, not the
R-rated kind - to communicate
strategies during the race.
"You know. Denny's a young
guy." Stewart said. "As far as
teammates, we're only a year
and a half into our relationship.
And out of a half-hour meeting
yesterday. It's probably going to
make us stronger than ever."
But Stewart's victory on
Sunday had more to do with his
strong race car than the pep talk
from his team owner -- and it
certainly didn't hurt that
Stewart's strongest competitor.
Jimmie Johnson. hit the wall
with 45 laps remaining after his
tire suddenly went flat.
Johnson walked away without am senous iniunes beyond a
sore elbow, hut it left his car
mangled and ruined his chance
at a victory

Atlanta 5, Pittsburgh 1
Ronda 5. Washington 3
N Y tAets 5, Ciricirwatti 2
Milwaukee 4. Colorado 3
Chicago Cubs 7. Houston 6
L A Dodgers 5. San Francisco 3
San Diego 4 Anzona 0
Si Louts 10, Philadelphia 2
Monday's Germs
Cincinnati (Livingston 1-0) at Atlanta
4-7)
6 05 p m
(Davies
St Louis(Lower 6-7) at Florida (Kim 44) 606 pm
San Francisco Lincecum 4-2) at
Chicago Cubs (Hal 5-6). 6 05 p m
Colorado (Buchholz 4-3) at Pittsburgh
(Van Benschoten 0-3). 805 p m
Houston (W Williams 4-10) at
Washington (Bacsik 2-6). 605 pin
Anzona (Owings 5-4) at Milwaukee
(Bush 7-7) 7 05 p m
N V Meta (JSosa 7-3) al San Diego
ID Wells 4-5). 905 p m
Philadelphia (Moyer 7-7) st L A
Dodgers (Penny 10-1). 9.10 p m
Tuesday's Games
Colorado(Fogg 4-8) at Pittsburgh
I Yournan 2-0) 665 p m
St Louts (Thompson 6-3) at Florida
(Vanden Huck 2-2), 605 pm
Houston (Sampson 6-6) at Washington
(Redding 1-1)605 pm
Cincinnati (Arroyo 3-10) at Atlanta
(Reyes 0-0). 8.35 p m
Anzona (Petit 1-1) at Milwaukee
(Vargas 6-21 7 05 p m
San Francisco (Zito 6-9) at Chicago
Cubs (Marshall 4-3), 705 p m
N V Meta (0 Hernandez 5-4) at San
Diego (Peavy 9-31. 9.05 p.m
Philadelphea (Durbin 0-2) at LA
Dodgers (Hendncieson 4-4), 9 10 p m

SportsBriefs
•Graves County High School wI)l be the site for the first Eagle Open
non-sanctioned tennis tournament. scheduled for Aug. 17-18. Matches
will be held at the Graves County tennis courts, the Scott Thompson
Courts and at the Mayfield High School courts. The event is open to all
age groups, with divisions for youth and adult players. The entry fee is
$30 for singles and $30 for doubles. For more information, contact Kan
Simmons at 247-1515 or by e-mail at preskate@wk.net.

WORLD CUP

U.S. softball team's ace
back at full strength OKLAHOMA CITY (AP)Jennie Finch had her Ace. And
now, the U.S. softball team has
its ace back at full strength.
Fourteen months after giving
birth to her first child. Finch
threw a three-hitter in her longest
outing of the year as the United
States advanced to the championship game of the World Cup of
Softball with a 7-0 victory over
Canada on Sunday.
Finch -0) struck out eight in
six innings and extended her
scoreless streak to 19 1-3
innings.
-I haven't felt this good in a
long time," said Finch, whose
son. Ace, was born in May 2006.
"It's been a long year of hard
work in the weight room and on
the field trying to get back.('rystl Bustos and Natasha
•

Jason's Collision Conte/
Under New Management by Mike Barnett
WE OffiL
• New Stale•of-theArt Facilities & Service Area

EXPERTISE
• Mike Barnett brings with him 39 years in
experience in collision car care industry

24 HOUR SERVICL

CALL NOW for America's9 Satellite TV Service!
WOOD
53-0530
270-7
store Hours
ELECTRONICS INC
MAPLE ST

Soso

Sunday's Games
Cleveland 5. Kansas City 3
Baltimore 5. Chicago White Sox 3
N V Yankees 7 Tampa Bay 6
Toronto 2, Boston 1
Minnesota 4, Oakland 3
Texas 5 L.A Angels 4 11 innings
Detroit 11, Seattle 7
Monday's Games
Toronto (Towers 4-5) at N V Yankees
(igawa 2-2). 6 05 p m
Kansas City (Bannister 5-5) at Boston
(Gabbard 2-0). 6 05 p m
Chicago White Sox (Danks 5-6) at
Cleveland (Lee 5-5). 605 pm
Texas (Wright 2-2) at Oakland
(Kennedy 2-7). 9 05 p.m
Baltimore (Buries 4-3) at Seattle
(Ramirez 4-2), 9 05 p m
Tuesday's Games
Kansas City (Thomson 1-1) at Boslon
(Wakefield 10-8). 605 p in
Toronto (Hailaday 10-4) at NY
Yankees (Pettitte 5-6). 6 05 p m
Chicago White Sox (Garland 7-61 at
Cleveland (Byrd 7-4), 6 05 p m
L.A. Angels (Colon 6-4) at Tampa Bay
(Shields 7-5). 6.10 p.m.
Detroit (Robenson 5-6) at Minnesota
(Garza 1-0). 7 10 p m
Texas (Telecta 5-8) at Oakland (Gaudin
8-41, 9 05 pm
Baltimore (Outline 4-3) at Seattle
(F Hernandez 8-4) 9 05 p m

• Jason's Collision offers
24 Hour Emergency Wrecker Service

Watley hit two-run home runs to
get the American offense started,
and Finch pitched the U.S. to its
21st consecutive victory.
Japan (4-1) swept a double:header against Venezuela and
China later Sunday and will face
the Americans 15-0) in the World
Cup final for the third straight
year. Japan beat the U.S. in the
2005 World ('up final, and the
Amencans won the rematch in
last year's championship game.
Finch had a 2-0 lead before
she stepped into the circle. COUT-:
tesy of Bustos' team-best sixth
home run this year in the top of
the first. Bustos' shot to left-center field barely cleared outfielders Alison Bradley and Noernie.
Mann, who had retreated to the:
wall to make leaping attempts at'
a catch.
Watley doubled the lead in the
fourth inning with her first home
run of the year, a line drive to
nght-center. The U.S. moved into
position for a mercy rule win in
the sixth, when Taina Flowers
was hit by a pitch with the bases
loaded and Vicky Galindo followed with a two-run single to
make it 7-0.
Finch struck out the side in the
third and fifth innings. Canada
13-21 got its only runner to second base in the third when Kristy
Odamura singled to lead off the
inning and then stole second with
two Outs.

Mike would like to invite everyone to come
by and see him at...
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Taking healthcare newplaces.
NOTICE OF BID
Murray Calloway County Hospital is soliciting bids
or a Vendor to manage and operate a Child Care
Center on the hospital campus. To obtain a copy of
the RFP please contact •
Mr. Keith Travis
Vice President of Human Resourn....
803 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 270-762-1906
'owen of the RFP will be available until Jul,
'
,J007 at COO p,n2. at which time all submitted p,
',oxide will be due.
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Loa and Found

LOST black 8. white
male Shih-Tzu Lynn
Due to the
I
Grove area
non-payment of
270-619-6755
rent, a
060
PUBLIC AUCTION
Help Wisted
wit be held on
Saturday
A child needs youl
July 21 at
Become a foster par9AM
ent, up to $36/day
AAA Mini Storage
WKUMFS
1502 Diuguid Dr.
270-443-9004
Units: 21. 22, 23.
ACCOUNTANT
84, 109, 107,
Local CPA firm with
112,121
offices in Jackson and
Pans in need of quali020
fied team members for
Notice
staff.
level
senior
Qualified applicants wit
be involved in accountFREELANCE
ing and auditing issues
Photography
for various clients and
Famities. weddings.
in business and individreunions
ual tax preparaboo and
270-210-4173
planning 2 years experience and Bachelors
LISA'S Turbo Tanning
Degree in accounting
in Mayfreld has 2
or foreign equivalent.
booths for rent $50 00
CPA preferred Fullweek each (270)247Competitive
time
8008 or 705-1521
salary arid fringe beneROUND burgers, no fits Resume only to:
square fish. Sandra Cowan. Sargent &
367Webb. CPAs
D's. 94E. 293-3816
A North Parkway. Suite
1, Jackson, TN 38305.
THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their ovm risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
aocept any responsibe
Ay 'whatsoever for their
actleibas

CUSTOMER Support
Representatives
Full- and
Needed
offenng
part-time
phone support to c-ustomer. 141to one-year
college and computer
skills a must.
Ernie, miaow to
candicellpowercteern oom
or mail to Hawkins
%March. 406 N 4th
St. Murray. KY 42071

Taking healthcare nesvplaa:s.
LOOKING FOR
EXTRA MONEY?
Murray Calloway County Hospital
has openings for Child Care Teachers
to work in our Child Care Center for
a short term assignment. Premium
pay is available.
Send resumes to:

Human Resources
Linda Foley
Murray Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Fax: (270)762-1905
kpplications

available on our web site

ww w.murray host)ital.org

E-mail to
Ilfoley@murrayhespital.org
MCCH IS AN EOE

Now hiring i outgoing. energetic individual wiin a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral. whiten and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will be based on
experience.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-1
Murray. KY 42071

PROFESSIONAL SOCIAL
SERVICE POSMONS AVAILABLE
Get Paid to Use Your Mind
fleyible schedules. benefits available, paid
vacation. Full and part time positions available,
all shifts. S6-$12 per hour with opportunity for
advancement based on performance. experience, and education. No experience necessary.
All training provsded f'ollege studenttlgraduatec encouraged to apply
Call 270-527-9237 (Benton/Paducah
Operations) or 270-293-7235
(Murray/Mayfield Operations)

060
Help WNW
AFTER Hours
Call
Center is now hinng for
PART-TIME Patient
Care Coordinators.
PCCs are responsible
for processing incoming calls from patients
and locations during
non-business hours.
Experience in medical
field and administrative
record management
preferred, but not
required. Strong customer service background preferred. Part
time hours of 20 to 30
hours per week will be
during
scheduled
evenings, nights and
weekends.
Pulmo Dose Pharmacy
is now hiring for a FullTime
Warehouse
Lescl. The Warehouse
Lead is responsible for
assisting in warehouse
operations and responsibilities as necessary
per
Warehouse
Manager's delegation.
Expehence in maintenance
and
shipping/receiving is
required. Ability to multitask and manage time
will be qualities of our
successful candidate.
Pulmo Dose Pharmacy
is
seeking
certified/licensed
Respiratory
Therapists and RNs to
loin our clinical team.
RTs are responsible for
providing telephonic
support regarding rasp' rat or y
equipment/supplies
within their clinical
expertise and education to field staff, referral sources, patients
and
care-givers.
Schedule may include
nights and/or weekends.
All positions require
minimum educational
background of high
school diploma or GED
equivalent.
Please
deliver or mail your
resume to 120 Max
Hurt Drive Murray. KY
email
or
to
elizabeth.cain0rotech.
corn. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions: Full-time LPN
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent
benefit package Must
be licensed in the State
of Kentucky. Apply in
person at Bntthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger cum.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
website. not all listings
an the mboetwork coon
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
tk Times Please call
an if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listuigs Thank you

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

fir.

INSURANCE

I

't tabpi:Doe

Limousines & Vans

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

revaltalLke,o-‘61.
304 Main at
Murray, KY Ur I
,176i7S14.00

MEDICAR.E
SUPPLEMENT

12110-1,0/1 !IOUS
I 4188-3111-41757

AM ONsiies Tronsprtatioe • Airport Service Certified Driven

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay 8992 on Part A, $131 on
Part B. Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

PLACE YOUR AD HERE!
for as little as
S12.00 per week
2x2
(13 week contract)
(all fill Stephens
or kilie Brown at

753-1916

— PREPLANNING —
Dallas Willoughby
Pm-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
Set up Pre-Thana Trust

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaac/Karen Isaacs, Owners

Commercial WO
Disposal

lutchessAid Frshar

All Types of Refuse Service

11.1

060
Help Wanted
LOCAL construction
business seeks office
manager Job duties
include filing, data
entry,
marketing.
AP/AR, basic office
Quickbooks
duties.
Pro/Premier, Jobpower
or similar accounting
software/Microsoft
experience
Office
required. Pay commensurate with qualifications and experience.
Call 761-9372
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following position:
LPN/RN 6A-6P-Sat &
Sun. work 12 hrs get
pd 16 or pick up 1 shift
during week and be
full time. Anyone interested in becoming part
of our learn may apply
in person at Green
Acres Health Care.
402 W. Farthing St..
Mayfield, KY 42066
MEDICAL office seeks
experienced person for
F/T position in
Insurance, coding, collections and management. Insurance skills
are a requirement and
management skills are
preferred Send
resume & references
to: PO. Box 1040-P
Murray. KY 42071
MURRAY Real Estate
Auction
Sales
or
July
16License
August
4
class
Registration 7/13/07
12PM-2PM A. 716/07
5PM-5:30PM
at
of
Chamber
Commerce 270-2230789/ 270-647-1972
deloiseadams0yahoo
corn

EMPLOVININT MIRE

ADECCO IS NOW HIRING

for INDUSpositions.
CLERICAL
online application at:

42001
You MUST call 800-403-9970 when completed Industrial positions require onsite
drug screening
bttys://eapp adecco coro. zip code

'heck us out on the Web!

060

Whirlpool

Appliance
& Electrical Repair
Hazel, KY 42049

226-9398
492-8191

Paving - SealCOating - Hauling

Tony Travis
270-753-2279

Patrice,

MAIM:

Zr
1-800485-6033
TRAVIS ASPHALT
14:2...

Adecco
and
TRIAL
Complete an

VISA

TN Lit #58393• KY LicOCE60221 ME9837
Serving West KY & West TN For 23 Years

060
Hap Wonted

HUMANE Society o
Marshall County is
seeking a part-time
kennel
worker
Office/computer experience and good communication skills a
plus. Apply at Lakeland
Animal Hospital, 2044
U.S. Highway 641N,
Benton, KY
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
daily 7 days a week.
S9hr after paid
training + Benefits
Contact us now!
1-888-974-JOBS or
www.18889741obs.com
RECEPTIONIST SALES CLERK needed three to five days
per week. Apply in person at Stone-Lang
Medical. 210 South
on
12th
Street.
Monday, Wednesday,
or Friday.
SCOTT Winkler PT &
staff are looking for
energetic individual to
pin their team as a full
time physical therapy
aid. Resumes should
be brought to the office
at 732 Vine St., Murray,
KY.

tart Work Next •ay
Factory approved training
1st 100 calls only

DAY CARE
TEACHERS NEEDED.
If you love working with
kids call 753-2777.
Must be a high school
grad or have a GED.
Can start immediately.
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray, KY. No
phors• calls.
PART time help needed at Charlie's Antique
Mall Must be available
to work weekends
Apply in person. 303
Main Street, Hazel
Foster
ENJOY
Parenting,
reward
yourself by making a
difference Call 1-86630-NECCO

Help Wailed
RN or LPN needed to
05139-25282JK04.
busy medical practice.
Send resumes by fax to
Send resume to P.O.
(484) 270-1615 or by
Box 1040-X, Murray,
mail
to:
Backlog
KY 42071
Center,.
Elimination
COORDINATOR
of Employment & Training
the
Center
for Administration.
Econom I c Division of Foreign
Development
Labor Certification, 1
Cultural
Studies, Belmont Avenue, Suite
Center for Economic 220. Bala Cynwyd. PA
Development
19004.
Cultural
Studies/Kentucky
World Trade Center.
Murray Office. Full
time, 8:00 am - 4:30
CLEANING for Homes
p.m. Qualifications:
or Businesses I have
Bachelor's
degree
20 years experience
required. Experienced
270-759-9553
in or demonstrated
understanding of interHOME cleaning
national affairs, inter- services. 227-7129
national business, economic development,
120
global or cultural activiCompilers
ties
preferred.
Responsibilities: The
MDM COMPUTERS
successful candidate
will handle administra- A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
tive duties and coordi759.3556
nate economic development and cultural
studies programming
for the Center for
Economic
and
Development
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
Cultural Studies and
753-3633
Kentucky World Trade
Center office. In addiI BUY running or
tion, responsibilities
fixable cars trucks.
may include: work with
vans tractors. farm &
campus organizations,
construction
departments. faculty
equipment ATVs
and staff as directed to campers motorhomes.
carry out the mission of
trailers almost anythe office, assist with
thing 270-970-1010
member research and
counseling
projects
BUYING
taken on by the Murray Junk cars, trucks
and
office, organize trade
tractors 436-5235
missions to foreign
countries from Murray,
CASH paid for
meet with interested
good, used guns.
prospective member
Benson Sporting
companies
about
Goods. 519 S 12th,
KWTC services as necMurray.
essary, identify potential trade program top
GOOD used refrigeraics and manage organtors, electric ranges.
ization of programs.
gas heaters, air condiprovide trade services
tioners.
baseboard
summary for Murray
heaters Used carpetoffice and create a
ing. 753-4109
quarterly report and
administer the trade
I 1 I 111
research
internship
II \ (tKS
program. Raba of Pay!
•I'r
pi pis k-tsp
Contact
$39,292
Applicants must ref'
pt ii us
once
Job
Order
Number 46547, ETA
1st 't Al III PARIS
Number
P
Case
753-5.51111

-

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Monday, July 16, 2/07

1111Niars hi Mb
OWNER
FINANCE
'98 3EIR 2BA $5.000
down $645 month 1
acre. Murray area
753-1011
2BA
2BR
1993
his Hardwood
Coach
$10.500
is now buying all
Estates G-5
270-302-5917
species of hardwood
2000 Clayton 16x80.
saw log'. at the old
Vinyl wiling. 36R 2BA.
Asentt Mill site at
Ike new. 270-489-2525
Cadit. KY
FLEETWOOD 14x70,
or Injurrnation (all $5.500 489-2344
GOVERNMENT
Richard a:
FUNDS FOR 1ST
270-350-1317 TIME HOME BUYERSt Zero down' Your
land or family land
731-584-4926 Ends
Ankles
August 15
Far IMP
REDUCED 28R on 1/2
new
07 Hot tub, brand
acre fenced in lot
in package. 6-7 person,
$10.700 753-6012
lots of lets. digital.
oscillator, water fall.
Lets For NM
cover. retail $7 300,
must sell $3,800.
$110 per month Newer
(573)300-1031
CINDERELLA prom homes only 492-8488

WE NEED
GRADE
SMOGS!!

dresses 1 sue 4 yellow, I size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
EBAY Auction We sell
aI different items Call
270-804-3806

MaLwa Waal

1 8 2 bdr apts No pets,
Leave a message
270- 753- 1970
1 OR 2br apts near
Calloway County
Murray
fowntown
ictorial History 8 stalling at $200/mo.
753-4109.
Family History
1BR near MSU, other
Books
locations available.
759-4938
appliances Coleman
753-2350
RE 753-9898
NEW Listing. Diamond 1BR. venous locations.
solitaire ring 2 52 carat 5200-5300 Coleman
weight Local, very RE 753-9898
recent 2 br garage apt near
reputable
appraisal in Paducah
downtown Murray.
$13,000 value will sac- appliances, no pets.
59.000 $400/mo. 753-8705
for
rifice
Senous inquiries only 28R 28A duplex with
270-004-0653. please garage. 270-753-7457
leave messwais.
or 270-227-3054
PLAYSTATION 1 1 2 2BR duplex. nice.
GAMES Now soldltrad
CM,A appliances furecl at Wood Electronics nished Various locaSquare
Court
the
on
tions Coleman RE
Huge Selection. Great 753-9898
Prices, 753-0530
2BR duplex. 1304-A
QUEEN mattress set. Valieywood. $425 per
3
top.
pillow
double
month 759-9920, 293years old, like new. 1446
$400 753-9648
2BR near MSU. C/H/A,
SATELLITES
appliances. Coleman
Satellite
Network
DfSH
RE 753-9996
Systems - Everyone
28A duplex. fire313R
qualifies' Plasma &
room
LCD TVs, home enter. place. dining
tainment centers. TV Coleman RE 753-9098
carts, surround sound. 4BR 2BA. all opt:Alcoax. HOMI & compo- amos, central WA.
nent cables Beasley Coleman RE 753-9098
Antenna 8 Satellite LARGE 1BR with
506-J N 12th St. 759- walk-in closets, located
0901
on campus behind
Bradley Book
STRAW for
bale. 489-2436. If no ComPlitlY 6300/rno
s- answer. NNW' MINI- (270)293-4602
UVE Oak Apts.
M..
Newly Remodeled
IBR $29000
20R 534000
38R $42500
FRIGIDAIRE reingera
deposit special
$100
sacle-by
ft
cu
lOf 256
applicants
tor
qualified
in
water
We Ice and
Office hours 8-2
door, $400 Fngidaire
Mon Fri
washer. $50 978
Call today for appoint
5344, 293-8990
ment
7634221
LARGE
NEW duplex 2411 IBA
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES AN appliances No pets
Lawn care included
WAND-EILMINS
plus
$650vmonth
r (luOre /two
deposit 905-A Bagwell
(270)753-1713
753-2440
NEWER 1BR 1 beth
W/D. OW low WIN**
Fwalsalass
close to university
6325 (270)556-8021
ALL real rocs clean: NON-SMOKING 1BR
Bogs couch I chair, unfurrwAed .pt. water
brown chair I ottoman, paid, avelleble now, no
3 nice table lamps all 3 pets 753-5990
MOO 00
years old
NOW LEASING
Nice t*j.couctrI chav
1. 211 3bedroom Apts
6150 00. 2 Mahogany
We accept Section
end tables 675 00 each
8 vouchers
759-9548
Apply at Mur Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
KITCHEN table with
Monday
leaf and 6 chars Doi
Wednesday F nclay
Computer
cabinet.
Phone 759-4964
ION YAM hutch.
Equal Housing
767.1879
Opportunity
LA-2-90Y blue and TOO •14300-4546-6056
cream colored couch
RED OAKS APTS
and love seat for sale
SP•olai
Call
000
675
$100 DePOS4
(270)753-9156
1814 6325
2811 6375
Call Today!

7144114.
11"1"
EVERETT upright situ
ceo piano Walnut satin
roan Exceient condi
son $500 0030 First
Crummy.
7S1.39.'

NEON BEACH
INI-STORAGE
•All Size UM*
Available

'Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853
430
Rol bads

311 Ili Nilot
1.11)
‘ii) Condition
realistpr•ipertssull%er•A
270-761-11tt 1
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6268
Cell (270) 293-4183
9am -4pm M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St.

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORADE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
'Sate & clean
'We sell boxes'
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Check out the Cidssifit.
' Mtn!'.Indge•

FIRST TIME
OFFERED'
Lakefront w/dock
$74,900
1+ AC Lake Access
634,900
w/FREE Boat Slips!
Wooded lake property
on spectacular
160.000 acre Kentucky
Lake' Take a tour &
enter drawing to win a
FREE 20 Boat,
Excellent financing
Call 1-800-704-3154
ext 1327 KY Land
Partners, LLC

Inv and 1%.' lieihoorn Aparirrivni.
rnual Hirai and Air
Aiieriong A npls.soon.

6
OfIke Hours /1 a.m. - 12 p.m.1
I p.m. to 4 p.m.

1

Lifetime
ir glass breakage warranty on

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8725 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

MCKINNEY INS.
100 N.5TH STREET

753-3500
Atin Ports

Call 753-5606

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753 2905 2931480

Main
AKC white German
Shepherd pups Born
6/3/07 Asking $275
South Fulton. TN 1731-479-0497
DOG Obedience.
436-2858
REGISTERED Great
Dane puppies, 5males. 2-females, parents on premises
$650-5750 t270)759
1771
puppies
SHIH-TZU
AKC CKC dew claws
shots
removed
&
male
wormed
female. $300 $350
270-251-0310 after 11
AM

2003 Chaparral 3
hay rack.
H,slant
awning dressing room
53.800
gooseneck
000 978-0745

gabb
All Real Estate WNW
tised in the newspaper
S SubIlIC1 10 the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968 as amended which makes it Illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation
or disenmsnabon based
on race. odor religion,
sex, of national origin
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limrtation. Of ckscnmsnation This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the Law
Our readers are herehi,,
that
informed
dwellings adverbs.this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity bests

ASPHALT

IiIehvlI Bros.
Pa% lug

1 100 sq ft horne .300
sq ft upstairs. 13650
Hwy. 641N
US
Puryear. TN. Must be
moved. 910,000-060.
(270)293-1437 Dan
3 BR 2 bath 2.000 sq.
ft brick house, fireplace, lg. utility, 14x30
back deck, recent paint
& updates Camelot
Subdivision 293-1619
Of 753-5384
3811 1BA ranch style
home Murray school
district 578.000. 270436-2034, 270-2939076
38R 28A country home
with 7 acres Can for
appointment 270-2934562
38R 2BA. west of
Murray. 6105.000. Call
293-2269
38R/213A 12 minutes
from town, 1 acre lot.
598.900. 7598481/978-1323
FSBO"
4-BDR. 2 Bath, with
large bonus room
Hardwood, carpet, and
Large
tile
floors
*breakfast
kitchen
area and formal dining
Large covered back
nicely landporch
scaped Call 767-0137
Located in Saratoga
SPnngs
4811 28A, 1 acre, eM
hardwood floors. 1.800
ag 11- 585.000. 2937257. 227-3930
BRAND new 1.500
3BR,28A in
sq ft
restricted subdivision
Horses possible. huge
kitchen stainless appliances large covered
porch patio concrete
dnve on large lot (more
land could be pur$100.000
chased)
Call
Owner'Realtor
293-8738

i i,,,,-.
Call us we will c,
glad to help
%pray Ledger a TIT('
270-753-1916

REMODELED AND
PRICED TO SELL"
668 Green Plain Rd.

1BR. IBA. 1.150 Sq.PL
New (HA. Tile. AppliallelA
much more. $79.900

I% Remodeled'
cknets.

;BR K& 1.510 Sq R LiLe new and mose-in
at -%/(• •
read'.' Beautiful hardwood floor.'
'.hop 5114,9111

Ilia Imre pktanrs. risit as on the
web a www.enratirepropertytnirers.ceos.
Or call 61 270-'6 1-110WE
as arrange a ;hewing.

759-05111
753-1 537

k k\ IS
%LT
11.11/1111:.;
It iNN I l<

270-753-2279
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work I Track
hoe

SNOW'S Alternator &
Starter Service
Repair. rebuild - rea
sonable prices Cai
654
731-642-6939
Hobby Rd., Paris, TN
38242
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

It \I I scusating

, II

-6419
2-11 22-.,i4,32

COLE
C()NSTRUCI ION

Failed
Prop For Rent

Commercial 1 Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

Sernces Mist!

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

11 15. 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

General Contracting

270-227-2115
i •Tt 270-293-1899
••-• •114(1M
..- ••
'
.

reati% cropeth sok ersa
12.7017h1-1I0‘111

17 acres on Old
Newburg Rd Ca/I 7536609 or 767-9037
285 acres.
62.000/acre Mitchell
Story Rd 293-1437

Calhoon Construction, LL{

vinyl replacement
windows by:
rRESICOM CONTRACTORS

1 'S II I 11 \ I I
It I ILI I II I!

USED TIRES

Ihuguid Drise • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TI)D 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

FSBO: Gatesborough
n-level. Ground levelentry hall, laundry
room, bath, don/bedroom witkalt-in cherry
computer center Maui
living-room
floorwhvood burning gas
logs fireplace, built-ins.
plantation shutters, formal OR, kitchen- stain
less appliances, pantry.
Florida room Main
floor ceilings 10-ft
Upstairs 3811, 2-large
walk-in closets, 25A
Flooring- Hardwood.
mexican tile & bnck,
38Rs &. stairway carpeted Inground pool
with lanai 293-2418 for
viewing_ $250,000,

Ammo

t'allo‘ga Garden/Ecsex Downs
Apartments
I ci

1111Leskortsis

,..atio Property

IMO
AA F Warehousing
Near MSU 62050
753-7580

Murray Ledger & Times

2002 Ford Ranger ext
cab XLT. 3 0 V6. auto
trans, power windows
locks $9,200 293
7346

1997 31' Cardinal 5th
wheel with slide Good
condition Lots of beautiful cabinets Located
in Aurora Oaks lot 34
618-822
512,000
6486
&Melees
SUN Fish Tracker two
perons fiberglass boat
with live well, battery
box trolling motor and
2-1/2HP
Mercury
motor, like new Ideal
for bays ponds small
lakes Fits in pick up
bed easily $750 See
at 1504 Oxford Cali
753-4031
1993 Yamaha
Waverunner 650 VXR
2 seater. $1,150.50
HP new battery, nice
trailer, looks/runs
good (2701753-4440

racial roots, siding.
replai:cmcnt windows,
st..7C011 r1,0171,
Work guaranteed

866-832-3230

Carpet & Floors

Orer pars exp.
Sales 4k huatikshas

753-7728
ORM 21400/214
D-6 H 12 ft blade
clearing fence rows
underbrushing ponds
waterways
19 yrs experience
Greg Rentroe

2744114371'
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service All external
cleaning Vinyl, fences,
etc (270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd fobs
you don't have time

for
Painting. siding, roofs.
decks
293-5438

'1

1

• Old
'Witting)IVillid••• I 0•11.11
•tra.Metal • Shmrefs SUN*.
&MtM Lair alle

LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing. Manicuring
& landscaping
bon guarinlerd
all 753-1816
or 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD IL
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

HillItlectrien
Since 1986

24 wows sawn=
Res.. Coin.. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All yobs big or small

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling.
Out garages, Qui',
pink & tree work
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves Call Brien at
270-705-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repel. pick-up. delivery 436-2967
A-I Slump Removal
Flay Insured
437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
AA types of carpentry.
additions. decks
Hauling. clean up funk
Geroge yards.
burklIngs
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs ens/Nonce
Anytime 7534210
CATHY'S
Wellpapereva. Painting.
Clewing. 270- 2278006 731.498-1904

Serving Western KY since 1991.
We specialize in tree trimming,
tree removals & logging.
Quality work for quality people.

270-519-4353
WHITE
WEST Calloway
County Development
Track hoe, dozer work,
backhoe & septic systems.
For sale: top soil, gravel.
Will build you a home
to suit your needs_
Lots for sale Landon
Hills Subdrytsion
270-210-3781,
270-559-2032

L loos 1\11 Ural...1s
Ili'. int., I aperl•
I is al I ong I)istjnars
44'1,11 I ',cr.... In•u,rd
I fee ciitsm.ite•
nrd orriArd
I Chalk
i,11 I %%18 c.'..+21

NERD A
METAL ROD??
CALL
(270175244 I 4
Ask forDerren
ighteneale

Free estimates
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
PRESERVE the past
on DVD convert your
home VHS tapes to
DVD Preserve your
home movies today by
transfernng them to
DVD Cal 753-9297 or
227-5818

519-2713

FREE to a good home
Pit Bull, 6 months old.
tun loving dog.
270-293-8496

Classifieds 270-753-1916

Horoscope

ky Jacqueline Moat

for rather than break the bank at the
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
casino. A conservative streak at
Tuesday, July 17, 2007:
you much
You make a difference this year. this point might make
happier.
thoughtand
Your smile, words
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
fulness draw many closer, and ***** The Moon smiles on
often attract new people as well. you, and as a result, you smile
You will be the ever-social on everyone else. This type of
Moon Child. Your bright ideas exchange warms the cockles of
and personality will not go your heart. Realize you might
unnoticed. Changing your life to have a lot to learn from a friend.
allow in better becomes a lot Listen more often to this person's
easier than in the past. If you are sharing.
single, by this time next year. MIRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*** Knowing when to back oft
you'll wave goodbye to your
could be instrumental, if not
present status -- that is. if you so important. You might be overly
desire. If you are attached, you sensitive and tuned in to others.
move into a dynamic. more cre- You might believe a person
ative period in which romance means this or that, but he or she
returns. Your sweetie is is not even thinking like that.
adorable. VIRGO wants to SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Sometimes you cannot
understand.
believe how situations fall into
Right now you might feel
The Stars Show the Kind of place.
have a touch of magic
you
if
as
ic.
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynam
on your team. Gather as much
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so. information as possible as you
I -Difficult
start looking at different possibilities.
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec
**** Your ability to help others 21)
when they might not be able to *** Don't be surpnsed if you
emerges. are feeling an abnormal amount
themselves
help
Though you might not always of tension. Someone has great
have the right solutions, you can expectations, and you might
help support people as they seek wonder if you can meet them. Of
them out. Communication adds course you can Use a partner's
to a sense of well-being.
feedback to land what you want
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You might have the
best intentions. and perhaps so

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
re* Experiment a little but not
to the point of causing yourself
trouble If you want to play the
gambler. go buy a lottery ticket

'Service After Sale

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You might want to

rethink a situation and get more
information. You might not be
exactly sure what is appropnate
A partner certainly lets you know
what he or she thinks. Listen.
even if you disagree.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Work with one specific

person, and you will stay on top
of your game Understand that
others want and need your total
focus. Laugh and relax with a
special person who is part o'
your life Good moods are conta
gious
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You like what goes on

and understand a lot more than
you realize Examine what worto
and listen to the many people in
your life Lighten up and enjoy
the moment Nothing can
replace enjoying those in your
life
BORN TODAY

Actor Donald Sutherland (19341
comedian Phyllis Diller (1917,
TV host Art Linkletter (1912)

- -

'Full Parts Dept
'locally Owned &
Operated
mar

MURRAY APPLIANCE
I.' I

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services
All remodeling
No icsb kin raiWi

CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in poured
concrete basements
Licensed & Insured

Murray Ledger & Times

does someone else It takes
X0227-2064
generosity of spint to have them
merge You might not be sure of
wh.at is going on, but a pointed
Service
question or two will help
removal
Trimming
stump grinding fire- GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** investigate an investwood Insured
ment that thrills you to death.
489-2839
Before laying out the cash, you
I I
\
\I
well need to have as many facts
\
.
\
M
as possible Your security might
be more important than you real• ss,,.ckls & special
ize Understanding comes from
•locally owned/operated experience
759-1151 • 293-2733 CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
293-2784
***** Don't stand back Or
shut yourself out of a conversaJOE'S JOBS hon. Shanng will become easier
and easier if you simply express
one feeling at a time Someone
really would like to hear from
you. This person cares
753-4344 • 227-54)44

438-2087 Larnb",Pf0/81111001181 Tree
Service. Complete tree
reinowal. etc. Insured.

WINDOW
CLEANING
by SONLIGHT
12701293-5170
Pressure Washing
Gutter Cleaning
Screen Repair
Free EMITAMOS

KUSTOM KUT
TREE COMPANY

-

\

,i •-'tivirt • '7"-•

Top 5 Reason Pee* Choose Reed interiors
41. Literally, thousands
1
1 Tlsousands of the latest fate/
. t Stylish drapery hardware.
3 beautiful custom bedding.
4 Custom upholstery /rocs MT ClOstet acute,

& Mob/ design sant.osalioad to Et sow budget ireqnr -lir
Fn design to IstricAnon to orolesmonsi naellatson, row wori i. -x--irr
Ii house by*.frrendly MN

Owe died:tog Ike heed Interiors slWarance Par mummy

cgoett '.141e,tioove.
444 S

121a •t. • 7s 3 a3si

